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Mistrust & National Diplomatic Styles
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South Korean—Russian space cooperation is an important landmark in the South Korean
contemporary quest to become a global space power. The success of several joint space projects was
possible due to cooperation with Russia, an unusual and unlikely partner considering South Korea’s
historically close ties to the United States. In view of the circumstances and speciﬁcs of such
ambitious projects, we look at South Korean—Russian space cooperation through the lens of science
diplomacy, distinguishing national diplomatic styles in particular.
We should deﬁne science diplomacy since there is often confusion about the concept. As Shaun
Riordan recently warned about the incoherent attempts of inventing new kinds of diplomacy,
mentioning science diplomacy among the others, not every scientiﬁc activity should be related to
science diplomacy. But any diplomatic activity with the participation of scientists is more likely than
not science diplomacy. The case of space cooperation between South Korea and Russia that included
cross-negotiations of governmental and non-governmental actors is science diplomacy. Amidst other
purposes, science diplomacy bridges gaps between countries when their relationships are strained or
nonexistent.

The relationship between South Korea and Russia was re-established in 1990, so we cannot say that a
relationship between the countries is nonexistent. However, Korea initiated working with Russia on
joint projects while “Russia was the only advanced country in the ﬁeld of space launch vehicles that
was willing to cooperate”. In fact, the space cooperation did not proceed with ease and included
issues such as replacing the astronaut a month before a spaceﬂight, delays launching the space
rocket Naro-1, and a remaining pause in further space cooperation, to name a few. Besides objective
reasons that caused some tensions between the counterparts, there is mistrust which might be
distinguished as a general reason. Mistrust in diplomatic interactions is an obstacle to ﬁnding better
resolutions. Mistrust is a rich source of persuasions, pressure, or any attempts to outsmart a partner.
Mistrust exists when cultural and traditional diﬀerences are not accepted.

Modern society cannot be ignorant towards the concept of
mistrust and its consequential and dangerous concept of
“us and them”
The problem of mistrust was recently discussed on the Mineﬁeld podcast. The hosts provocatively
stated that mistrust is the worst thing about modern Western life. Western society celebrates a
degree of mistrust, as they said, managing to live with one another while at the same time ﬁnding it
possible not to trust one another. This statement caused me to reject it at ﬁrst, but then I realized
that modern society cannot be ignorant towards the concept of mistrust and its consequential and
dangerous concept of “us and them”. Applying this idea to diplomatic cultures makes it worse, since
diplomats themselves are the products of not only diﬀerent national, ethnic, and ideological traditions
and cultures, but also diﬀerent diplomatic traditions and cultures.
Despite widespread acceptance of a universal diplomatic culture, there are distinct national styles in
diplomacy, which derive from particular historical, cultural, and organizational diﬀerences. In his book,
Jeﬀrey Robertson noted that practitioners must recognize and comprehend diplomatic styles, which
provide analytical insight and highlight phenomena of policy relevance. This raises several questions:
1. What are the national diplomatic styles of Russia and South Korea?
2. Are there distinct national styles in science diplomacy?
3. Is there a place for mistrust in diplomatic negotiations?

Firstly, national diplomatic styles of Russia and South Korea are diﬀerent. The modern Russian model
of diplomacy goes back to the eighteenth century when Peter the Great reformed the state system
and adopted the European diplomatic model, primarily Swedish and Prussian. Historical
circumstances and geographical distribution brought into the Russian diplomatic style a regional
component of state sovereignty and non-interference in internal aﬀairs. South Korean diplomatic
culture is also aﬀected by its traditional components of Confucianism and its geographical situation of
being squeezed between China and Japan. South Korean diplomatic style reﬂects an estrangement
and alienation formed in the historical context of Korea as a periphery country. Korean diplomatic
style also revolves around recognition of the special meaning of status as the core of diplomatic
interactions.
National diplomatic styles are challenged by the global world: Russian diplomatic style inevitably
includes new actors and new branches in traditional diplomacy. Globalization tends to moderate the

diplomatic style of South Korea, which still retains some attributes of traditional customs, but those
are being reassessed and reevaluated.
Secondly, looking at distinct national styles in science diplomacy, we assess the history of science in
both countries. Science in Russia has a long history. Russia’s experience and expertise in space
technologies, together with its fundamental research and elaboration in the usage of nuclear and
atomic technology, is profound. The history of science in Korea is quite recent but has remarkable
achievements in the highly-advanced industry of applied technologies including robotics and
electronics.
The old diplomatic traditions, together with historical and current scientiﬁc achievements, contribute
to the national pride of Russian diplomats and scientists. On the other hand, the historical memory of
alienation and estrangement, piety for status and seniority, together with quick economic
development, aﬀects the Korean national style in science diplomacy.
Lastly, keeping in mind diﬀerent national styles in science diplomacy and generalizations of national
diplomatic styles allows us to detect signs of mistrust in South Korean—Russian space cooperation. In
our current research, we evaluate the number of Russian-language scholarly articles which reﬂect
negotiations between both countries. The common characteristics towards Korean partners mark
mistrust: Koreans tried “to get technology for the lowest price”, “entice Russian engineers and
scientists”, “outsmart their partners”, “make promises but do not follow the signed contracts”, etc.
These examples should not be drawn out of context, which simply indicates the struggle of Russian
economics and science to catch up with progress and modernization. Nonetheless, ignoring such
comments is not an option either due to their inﬂuence upon negotiations, especially in such sensitive
joint projects as space technologies.
Even in the global world, when countries follow certain standards in order to gain trust, diplomatic
negotiations that happen behind closed doors or more openly are operated in person-to-person
interactions. Moreover, in people-to-people diplomacy, traditional or public, the initial statement to
trust each other should be implemented as a key component. Once the diﬀerences have been
accepted, their activities will be accepted too. Otherwise, if we don’t follow this pathway, we
encounter prejudice, albeit of a covert nature. Mistrust should be resisted, and generalizations about
national diplomatic styles in science diplomacy should eventually be reduced.
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